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MEETING
AGENDA!

•SFMTA UPDATES MUNI
TUNNEL PROJECT
• SFPUC UPDATE
•COMMITTEE UPDATES
•RAPHAEL MANDELMAN CANDIDATE FOR DISTRICT 8
Harvey Milk Civil Rights Academy Auditorium
19th and Collingwood

Become more involved in your neighborhood
Join the EVNA Board or Planning and Land Use Committee
Do you want to be more involved in your neighborhood? for the people who live, work, and play in the greater Eureka
The Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association (EVNA) is Valley area to discuss common issues and concerns and help
looking for new members for both the Planning and Land develop solutions to improve the our neighborhood.”
Use Committee and the Board of Directors!
The EVNA Planning & Land Use Committee (PLUC) is
The EVNA Board of Directors (the Board) focuses on looking for people knowledgeable in land use issues and
operation and general goals of EVNA including:
the intricacies of the planning process and those who have
a serious interest in learning. The committee discusses
• Protect and enhance the character of the neighborhood,
residential and commercial projects within Eureka Valley in
its historic resources and significant topographic features
all stages of the permitting process. It focuses on ensuring
and open space
that these projects are compatible with and meet the needs
• Ensure that growth, development, and public access are of our residential and business communities. The committee
compatible with and meet the needs of residents and the meets the first Wednesday of every month from 7:00 to
business community
8:30 at the Chase Bank at the corner of 15th, Sanchez and
• Protect and improve public health and safety
Market Streets. In addition to discussing plans and permits,
• Encourage friendly association among neighbors and the committee delves into issues such as affordable housing,
businesses
historic preservation, protection of green spaces and more.
• Provide an educational forum and community outreach If you’re interested in either of these important volunteer
to community partners
opportunities, contact EVNA at president@evna.com, or
The Board meets the second Tuesday of every month from
6:30 to 8:00 pm at the Chase Bank at the corner of 15th
and Market Streets. We are looking for people interested in
promoting the EVNA mission to “provide a public forum

come to a meeting as noted above, or come to the next
EVNA general membership meeting on Wednesday, May
24th, 7:00pm at Harvey Milk School at 4235 19th Street in
San Francisco.

Does Your Street Have
A Neighbordhood Watch?
The Unit   block of Hartford Street has one.   The Unit
block of Collingwood has one. Ford Street has one. The
300 block of Noe Street has one. And no doubt other
blocks in the Castro have one.
“What?” you ask? They have a Neighborhood Watch.
Participating in a Neighborhood Watch means keeping
a neighborly eye on your street, your block. It means
staying informed and keeping your neighbor informed
about the goings on in and around your neighborhood.
A Neighborhood watch can help reduce crime, and will
help in the event of an emergency like an earthquake.
For information about setting up a Neighborhood Watch
contact SF SAFE: https://sfsafe.org/

Guest Contributer(s)
Brandon and Steffan
Hello. We’re Brandon (the one with glasses) and Steffan (the one with hair). We are both long time
residents of San Francisco, but we’ve called The Castro home for the last 7 years. We live on Diamond
Street at 19th with our dog Huckleberry. Some of our favorite things about The Castro are our neighbors
particularly Chauncey and Gerry (if you haven’t met them yet on one of their daily walks you should),
Larry Bush’s ever changing window displays, The Castro Fountain’s mint chip ice cream, Hortica, and
the two awesome wine shops so close by. We’re pretty passionate about planting more trees around the
neighborhood and also making sure any trees that are removed get replaced. As members of the EVNA’s
Quality of Life committee, we’re devoted to these things happening and hope you’ll help us with this
endeavor, Or, at the very least just say “hi” if we pass on the street!
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President’s Column- March 2018, Mark McHale, Eureka Street
I often hear
from friends
how
much
they
enjoy
my Facebook
p o s t s
about
the
neighborhood goings-on. Whether
they live here now, are temporarily
traveling, or have moved away to other
destinations, they love reading about
our local politics, the continuous flow
of new or departing businesses, the big
commercial and housing developments
coming on line, and the street and
cultural events filling our public spaces
and occupying our attention.
That’s one of the many things I love
most about our neighborhood- there’s
always something going on. No matter
your interests or passions, there’s a
group of people or an upcoming event
to indulge in. Saturday, I attended the
community outreach meeting with
about 60 others to discuss what changes
(if any) should be made at Harvey
Milk Plaza as a tribute to him, and as
a means of welcoming visitors from
around the world to our unique and
historic community. I was impressed by
the respectful dialogue given the many

passionate interpretations on how Mayoral Election in June, and the
to best achieve the goal. This is our General Election in November. The
community.
Candidate Debate on March 19th
at 7:30pm at the Castro Theater is
already sold out, people are wanting
In my travels as president, I’m learning to engage in the process! As for the
there are many smaller and yet very D-8 Supervisor race, EVNA is hosting
active neighborhood action groups Rafeal Mandelman in a “meet the
(NAG), around the Castro/Eureka candidate” format at our next public
Valley, too. For one, the Ford Street meeting on March 28, 2018 meeting,
NAG is a vocal and active group. In 7:00-9:00pm. Our May 23rd meeting
short order, they’ve partnered with our will present both Jeff Sheehy and Rafael
Supervisors and the Mission Station Mandelman in a debate format…bring
police captain and made great strides your questions and curiosity and get to
toward improving the street experience know who you will be voting for.
around the library on 16th Street,
working with the owner of the 7-11
store on 18th to keep things clean and To bring my point home, our
safe, and most impressive is the greening neighborhood, our community, is only
project the members have completed as strong as those who live in it are
recently, making their sidewalks more willing to contribute to making it so. I
inviting, calming and beautiful. I could know there are seasons to life- times to
go on- the Love Dolores crew, the have fun, times to focus on family, on
Pink Triangle Park crew (shout out work, and times to give back to other
to John Goldsmith), the Castro on causes and people. No matter your
Patrol crew, so many wonderful groups season, and no matter your passion,
bringing people together to keep our there’s someone or some group that
neighborhood strong, safe, vibrant could use your helping hands right here
and inclusive. I encourage you to get in the Castro. EVNA needs you, and
involved in something that gets you if that’s not your cup of tea, drop me
excited.
an email, I can point you in the right
direction
(mark.mchale@evna.org).
My greatest joy is working with you
Of special note this season is the and others to make ours an even better
upcoming elections- both the special neighborhood!

Become involved in your neighborhood!
We are always looking to expand our
Board of Directors with committed,
active members of the community.
If you’d like to learn more, email
President@EVNA.org.
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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The Creation of the Pink
Triangle Park

Association (EVNA), had arranged for
the planting of three Monterey Pines in
the vacant lot, which helped to beautify
By Judith Hoyem, member of EVNA
the lot and dampen the noise and air
Forty-six years ago in October 1971, pollution generated by Market Street
my family and I moved into our house traffic.   Unfortunately, these trees
on 17th Street between Castro and gradually succumbed to pitch canker
Diamond, facing what is now the Pink disease that ravaged all Monterey Pines
throughout their habitat.
Triangle Park.
At that time 17th Street
was a two-way street
from Castro to Roosevelt.
But due to the 1970’s
construction of the tunnel
under Market Street for
the Muni Metro, the street
soon became one-way
west (and no parking!)
from Castro to Eureka in
order to accommodate a
diversion of Market Street
traffic. Everywhere was
dust, traffic congestion,
and construction noise for
the next ten years. A park
was unimaginable!

It wasn’t until the year 1999 that plans

garden, and the remaining Monterey
Pines.
Excitement began to build and on
Saturday, October 21, 2000, over 20
neighbors gathered, and with help
from a sheriff ’s work crew, DPW, and
Rec and Park they planted 40 donated
rose bushes and 30 rosemary plants
in this first phase. Pink Triangle Park
was blooming! Over
the following year, the
pink quartz path was
laid, the pink quartz
triangle in the center
was formed, and the
memorial pylons were
fabricated.

On
December
10, 2001, SF City
Officials honored the
53rd Anniversary of
the United Nations
Declaration of Human
Rights by proclaiming
Pink Triangle Park
Day. A ceremony
However, an unused
at the Park site that
extension of Collingwood
Street running across EVNA honors Jack Keating (left), Justin delVersano, and Ed day was the official
groundbreaking of the
Market to 17th had been
closed off permanently by Scruggs (not present). Presenting the certificates L to R Rep Park and its Memorial
of triangular pylons
the configuration of the from Sup Sheehy’s office, Judith Hoyem and Crispin Hollings
commemorating gay
new street design. And
and lesbian victims
thus was born a triangular
of the Nazi regime. Governor Gray
piece of land that was destined to
become the Pink Triangle Park. But not were consolidated for a memorial park Davis issued a proclamation honoring
right away. It remained neglected by its in the vacant lot. The theme was to be the day and the work of neighborhood
owners, the San Francisco Department the Pink Triangle that gay victims of volunteers. Later a plaque was set in
of Public Works for many years. the Nazi holocaust were forced to wear. place commemorating the completion
Although a few people realized that In August 2000, EVPA became a co- of this great neighborhood project.
this small plot of undeveloped public sponsor of the project, along with the
land was valuable, other important Department of Public Works and the From a personal perspective as one
history was being made in the whole Mayor’s Neighborhood Beautification who has had the enormous pleasure
neighborhood, as the Castro became Fund. Numerous volunteers and of enjoying this beautiful small Park
the locus for the Gay Liberation businesses contributed. A committee for the past 16 years, I have found
movement. On the sorrowful side, of five or six members of EVPA was it to be a calm and quiet oasis in the
the Aids epidemic was also underway. formed, including Pauline Shaver, who midst of a busy city, a place not only
So it is no wonder that it took twenty was an art consultant and curator, who for sad contemplation of the suffering
years before the beautiful garden provided focus, and Joe Foster, later mankind can engender on each other
and memorial of Pink Triangle Park President of EVPA, who had a concept but also of the compassion and
emerged from a vacant lot overgrown of what the park could become and kindness and beauty we can produce in
started preparing the neglected lot by harmony with each other.
with ivy.
himself. A call went out for designs. A
Once the subway construction wonderful design by the artists Robert The design and the installation involved
ended, the Eureka Valley Promotion Bruce and Susan Martin was selected the volunteer work of many people
Association (EVPA), which is now that would incorporate 15 granite and
continued on page 6
the Eureka Valley Neighborhood marble pylons, pink quartz, a rose
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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City Hall Update
Touching Base With City
Hall and Supervisor Sheehy
Since I have been in office, the state of
the Castro has been a major priority.
The issues that need to be addressed
to fix the problems in the Castro are
homelessness, housing and public
safety. In order to make the Castro
more liveable, we must systematically
address Housing and Homelessness,
I along with four of my colleagues
have placed on the ballot for this June
the “Housing for All” measure.  This
measure will raise $1 billion over the
next 10 years from increasing the tax
on commercial rent gross receipts
from 0.3% to 2% (in New York, the
rate is 2.5%). Small businesses, retail,
non-profits, entertainment are all
exempted.
Of the $1 billion, 45% or
approximately $450 million a year
will go to expanding all rungs of the
housing ladder including navigation
centers, supportive housing with
medical, mental health and substance
use services on site, transitional
housing which prepares people to live

on their
own and
rental
subsidies
that can
be used
in and
outside
S
F
that allows people to become
independent. And 20% of that will
be dedicated to housing and services
for young people who make up 20%
of the homeless population and
of whom almost 50% are LGBTQ
(currently only 7% of the homeless
budget goes to young people).

aside for senior housing. With an
aging population, we must provide
housing so our seniors, who have
done so much to create this City we
love, are not forced out because they
cannot afford to live here. The last
10% of the funding will go to acquire
and rehab SROs with rental subsidies
to keep this important source of
housing permanently affordable.
With this investment, we will see a
difference. We cannot get people
off the streets if we do not have safe
places for them to go.

I continously work to improve public
safety. We have foot patrols, but they
tend to cover the commercial district
and they are not 24/7.  I fully support
Chief Scott’s vision for community
Thirty-five percent--$350 million— policing.  Having officers on the street,
will go to create middle income interacting with the community will
housing for teachers, nurses, prevent crime. Where foot beats have
firefighters, and middle-income been deployed, auto burglaries have
individuals and families. Our middle decreased. We need a larger force to
class is disappearing and our public realize this vision. I am vigorously
schools are threatened by our inability fighting this budget season for more
to adequately pay and house teachers. officers.  
My daughter and her friends cannot
aspire to live in the City they have I hope you will join me in supporting
grown up in.
comprehensively
addressing
homelessness, housing and public
Another 10%--100 million—is set safety.

Monday March 19, 2018
7:30-9:00

The Castro Theater
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continued from page 4

and was the key to its success. Once the project was completed,
EVPA continued to oversee the Park. Fortunately, its heart
and spirit was maintained and cultivated by a dedicated
volunteer gardener, Justin delVersano, with the assistance
of his friend, Ed Scruggs. Justin’s partner, Jack Keating, a
member of EVPA, provided help in decision-making and
liaison with EVPA, as well as many hours of assistance with
all the tasks of the garden. The team not only worked weekly
in the garden — nay, daily when it was needed — for about
16 years, rain or shine, they also brought their own tools
and lawnmowers and contributed plants, even a locust tree,
to keep the garden beautiful. I am especially appreciative of
the fact that as the garden bloomed, it remained a simple but
beautiful presence in keeping with the theme of mourning,
remembrance, and inspiration. Indeed, it has become a
destination for people from around the world. There is only
one other Pink Triangle memorial in the world, I am told,
and it is in Amsterdam.
This month EVNA honors Justin, Ed, and Jack and expresses
its gratitude for their countless hours of work over the past
16 years and their selfless dedication to the Park. Another
neighbor who must be mentioned as a volunteer over the
years is Diane Nutting who also contributed many hours
and much effort toward the beautification of the park, as
well as numerous fund-raising efforts.
As the care of the park is handed over to new gardeners,
changes will occur but I trust that the simplicity, beauty and
spirit of Pink Triangle Park will continue on and on as the
years go by.

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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Creating a Better Harvey
Milk Plaza

· A reimagined Harvey Milk Plaza
would provide a new neighborhood
amenity – a public space to function
By Brian Springfied
as a meeting/gathering space not
dissimilar to Dolores Park [though
certainly smaller]. The Castro would
You may have heard an inkling of a re- finally have a beloved area in which to
do to Harvey Milk Plaza. If you haven’t commune.
already, we encourage you to check
out friendsofharveymilkplaza.org for · Increased visitor traffic would
an in-depth description, but the most help support already-open Castro
basic explanation is that there are two businesses, many of which rely on
projects: An SFMTA
accessibility upgrade
project, as well as a
community
effort
to
simultaneously
address additional
accessibility
and
persistent
safety/
security
issues
present in the existing
space and create a
memorial presence
for Harvey Milk that
is appropriate to his
contribution
and
legacy.
Because construction
is
imminent,
courtesy of the
SFMTA project, the
Friends of Harvey
Milk Plaza [a group
of
community
volunteers] formed
to steward a project
to
leverage
the
opportunity
for
the benefit of the
neighborhood.
The
community’s
desire to make the
space more functional, safer and
representative of Harvey’s legacy has
been voiced for some time, and input
from surrounding neighborhoods,
including Eureka Valley, has been
sought [and will continue to be]
throughout the process.

·We simply must take this opportunity
to honor and memorialize Harvey
Milk, a man who gave his life for
our community. What is there
now is not at all commensurate
with Harvey’s contributions or
representative of the importance
of his enduring legacy. If not now,
when?
It’s no secret that many of us
are fatigued from construction
disruption – and it’s understandable.
But, the intention to create
an improved plaza and transit
entrance as well as gathering place
to be used by the neighborhood
is both worthwhile and worthy
of our support. Beyond this, we
advocate for addressing ALL
known deficiencies at once, at the
same time as the SFMTA elevator
project, instead of multiple fixes
that would involve multiple rounds
of construction-related disruption
to commuters and residents.

Currently, the project is in a
design phase, and first glimpses
of the new plaza are expected to
be on display at the next FHMP
community meeting in April.
visitor traffic for revenue. More foot
Construction
isn’t scheduled to begin
traffic in the neighborhood could
until
2019,
and
when it does, the
potentially help revitalize the local
station
will
remain
open to commuters
business community and reduce vacant
throughout
the
entire
process.
retail spaces.

· Creating meeting/performance space
to be utilized by community groups
would strengthen those groups’ roots
in the neighborhood. Imagine going
As someone who lives nearby, the to see an outdoor performance by the
benefits to you of a reimagined plaza SF Gay Men’s Chorus, for example –
are easily identifiable:
there’s simply no space in which to do
that now.
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

· Improving known deficiencies in
the current plaza design would make
it much safer than it is now. If we
minimize nooks and crannies, and
improve sightlines that currently make
the plaza difficult to monitor, we
could minimize unwanted behavior.
Though it sounds obvious, doing
nothing means nothing will change.

Volume 142, Issue 1, March-April, 2018

We would love to hear from you.
Please visit our website to catch up on
what’s transpired, and leave a comment
there. Also, please join us at the next
community meeting on April 7, 3pmcontinued on page 8
Page 7

HMP from page 7

4:30pm, to be held at Most Holy Redeemer – Parish Hall
at 100 Diamond Street. Be among the first to see the first
glimpses of the new plaza! We hope you’ll join us!

(415) 552-3000
www.canelasf.com

2272 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

Handy Resources for Home
Call 311 for:
Report Litter and Graffiti, St. Cleaning, Abandoned
Vehicles, St. Signs Missing/Damaged, Pot Holes
Police:
Non-Emergency: 553-0123
Report nuisance and non-urgent issues. Always ask
for a CAD #.
Mission Station: 558-5400
Captain Bill Griffins email: bill.griffin@sfgov.org
Homeless issues:
Community Awareness & Treatment Service (CATS)
non-emergency: 734-4233
Parking and Traffic Issues:
SFMTA Parking Enforcement: 553-1200
SFMTA Parking Tickets: 701-3000
District. 8 Supervisor Jeff Sheehy: 554-6968,
jeff.sheehy@sfgov.org
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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The Neighborhoood

Hartford Street looking North to 17th Street, water main replacement, Spring, 2018

39
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A CBD cotinued from page 10
Membership Drive:
We NEED you!
How does the Castro CBD fund all this great work? The
EVNA is only as
strong
as
our
membership.
A
robust
membership helps fulfill
our mission to improve the neighborhood
AND
provides
muchneeded clout with
city agencies.

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

Castro CBD is primarily funded through an assessment
fee on each parcel that falls within our footprint. The fee
appears on the property tax bill and is paid at the time
the property tax is due.  The assessor’s office turns the
funds over to the Castro CBD via a contract with the
city. A community-based board of directors composed
of local merchants, property owners and residents
governs the Castro CBD. The distribution of the funds
is broadly defined in the property owner approved CBD
management, those who pay the assessment fee, and is
overseen by the board of directors.
Learn more about the Castro CBD, visit the website, and
contact us with questions! www.cbd.org
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Castro/Upper Market Community Benefit DistrictSpring
2018 Update
By Andrea Aiello, Executive Director
What would the neighborhood look like with an additional:
•

93,129 pounds of trash on the sidewalk,

•

1837 additional needles, and

•

1409 additional incidents of human feces?

This is some of the work that the Castro/Upper Market
Community Benefit District (Castro CBD) did for the
neighborhood in 2017. The Castro CBD also removes graffiti,
picks up cardboard, steam cleans the sidewalks, responds to
requests for spot cleaning and removes illegal postings from the
district. Call 415-471-7536. Click here to sign up for the monthly
newsletter.
The Castro CBD also funds about 70 hours a week of SF Patrol
Special Police patrols to specifically monitor the public spaces
in the neighborhood: Jane Warner and Harvey Milk Plazas
(upstairs), public restrooms and the bikeway behind Safeway.
Live! In the Castro, sponsored by the Castro CBD, brings live
entertainment every weekend during the summer to Jane Warner
Plaza. Check out the schedule. Mark your calendars now for the
season kick-off on Saturday May 19th 12:00 in the Jane Warner

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

Plaza. Donna Sachet will be emceeing the show. May 19th is
also the annual celebration of Harvey Milk’s birthday. This
celebration will begin at 11 a.m. in Harvey Milk Plaza. Join us at
11 a.m. and stay through 2:00, enjoying live entertainment Castro
style!
Though a citywide issue that the city leadership must address,
the Castro/Upper Market community is doing its share to
work with un-housed individuals at risk and living on the street
through Castro Cares, a collaborative community program led
by the Castro CBD. Castro Cares funds 32 hours a week of
additional Patrol Special Police patrols, 20 hours a week of case
management/outreach services, community collaboration and
advocacy. To learn more go to: castrocares.org.
Commercial vacancies are also a major concern in the
neighborhood. What can be done? Residents can shop local
and reduce their online shopping habits and residents can
support the great local restaurants. The Castro CBD leads a
community collaborative effort to reduce commercial vacancies
from a policy perspective through the Castro & Upper Market
Retail Strategy. This group with membership from each of the
community organizations is planning a shop local campaign and
is meeting with city departments to try to speed up delays and
other problems small businesses face in trying to open a new
business in the district.

Volume 142, Issue 1, March-April, 2018
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EVNA Committee Updates
Training and Education Committee
Committee Chair Rob LeVan

My name is Rob LeVan and I’ve been
nominated by the board to lead the
Training and Education committee.
I’m seeking confirmation from the
membership at our next meeting and if
confirmed, I plan to help our members
learn more about some of the citywide
resources, programs, and community
groups accessible to us. I’m excited to
share some of the tools and training I’ve
learned and aim to promote a prepared
and well-informed group of neighbors.
From 311 to Nextdoor.com, or Firstaid and emergency response training,
let’s share tips and tricks to further
educate our members. If you’d like to
join me, I’d love to talk with you!

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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The EVNA committee
spotlight: Quality of Life
Committee.

•Protecting and improving public
health and safety through the creation
of Neighborhood Watches, Safety
Zones, etc.

Who are we?

•Maintaining a balance between
prospering businesses and residential
livability.

This committee is composed of
EVNA members who are interested
in getting together and finding ways
to tackle major and day-to-day issues
that impact neighborhood quality
of life. The committee was dormant
for a while, but got a ‘reboot’ in late
2017, and has 9 active members at the
moment (Brandon Romer, Steffan
Schlarb, Leila Decker,
Anne Magoffin, John
Goldsmith, Thomas
Lucas, Psyche Philips
and Saad Hasan). We
are always looking for
new volunteers who
want to join the QoL
gang - It’s as easy as
reaching out to one
of us and coming to a
meeting!
What is our
mission?
The EVNA charter lays out the
mission of our committee:
•Reducing and minimizing nuisance
Issues: noise, rowdy behavior, drunk
patrons disturbing the peace, abuse of
public space, and encampments.

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

Pedestrian Safety Proposal on 18th
street. Once the selection process is
completed, we will get the word out
on how to vote for the winners – we
encourage you to vote for the QoL
submitted proposals if you like them!

EVNA member survey: As part of
•Serves as EVNA’s “Point of Contact” ‘rebooted’ QoL kickoff, we conducted
a survey of Castro residents in early
and liaison with Police and other
organizations for major neighborhood 2017 to understand what issues they
want us to focus on. We had close to a
events in the neighborhood 100 respondents, and we got valuable
Pink Saturday, Castro Street Fair,
feedback that we will use inform our
Halloween, etc.
activities. The results of the survey
are discussed
further below;
we hope to
make this an
annual event,
so we can track
how resident
priorities
change, and
whether actions
taken are having
the desired
impact.
Other: We had
a successful
grant request to improve the lighting
The committee endeavors to achieves on 18th street from Castro to
these goals by advocating on behalf
Sanchez, and have been liaising with
of the neighborhood with relevant city MTA on improving the signage and
organizations, and motivating them to traffic around Collingwood Street
action.
and Eureka Valley Recreation Center.
We are also actively working to
What have we been up expand our connections with other
to recently?
neighborhood groups to help out,
expand our connections, and influence
District 8 Participatory
worthwhile projects.
Budgeting: This is
a process that lets
What were the results of the survey
supervisors set aside
you asked me to fill out?
some public money
for local improvement
We have included below some of
projects that district 8
the more interesting data from the
residents suggest and
survey. The major takeaways from
select. Members of
the survey were that residents liked
the QoL submitted
our neighborhood; they enjoy the
15 proposals
community feeling, historic LGBT
covering a variety of
connection, proximity to restaurants
improvements, of which and public transport - a majority of
4 have been selected
respondents rated their quality of life
so far to progress to
as 5 or higher. But, there is serious
voting – these cover
concern around tent encampments,
improvements to pink
loitering and
triangle park, and a
continued on page 15
panhandling,
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restaurants and
businesses”
•“Walkability to do
errands, walk dogs,
have a drink, go out
to eat, catch public
transportation, be
safe.”

Italian Restaurant, Full Bar
and Poetry Lounge
4072 18th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 252-9325
www.poesiasf.com

•“The great food.
The weather. The
view. Being close to
all the activities. I love
my neighbors and I
have a great landlord.
Did I mention the
great food?”
Some of the
negatives:

•“By far, that we
have allowed our
streets and public
areas to be taken
over by vagrants and
drifters, many who
“A tavola non si invecchia mai...”
blatantly engage in
crime. It’s no longer
safe to walk late at
crime and cleanliness, and a large
night
I
never
felt
that way until a
plurality of respondents rated their
few
years
ago.
Cars
are broken into
quality of life as below 5. In addition,
every
night.
Drugged
out people
a number of people noted that these
cause
disturbances
in
the
middle
issues appear to have gotten markedly
of
the
night.
I’m
not
sure
what the
worse in the last couple of years,
EVNA
can
do
I
see
this
is
mainly a
which is a distressing trend line.
crime issue which the SFPD will not
Some quotes about what residents like address.”
most about the Castro:
•“Filth, urine …just a general
dinginess in the neighborhood”
•“The perfect mix: quiet residential,
lively business, great
transportation,
parking, walkable”
•“The feeling of
inclusiveness, and
camaraderie with my
neighbors.”

We just completed the survey and
are still digesting the results and
plotting our next steps. However,
some activities are already underway
regarding the ‘hot topics’ from the
survey.
First, EVNA recently issued letters of
support to Mayor Ferrell in support
of the Auto Burglary Task Force, and
to Scott Weiner in support of SB916 (which is legislation that aims to
close a loophole in the current law
which has made it harder to secure
convictions for auto break).
Second, we reached out to Supervisor
Sheehy’s office and are hoping to have
representatives from his office and
the Department of Homelessness
meet with us to discuss what measures
can be taken to tackle some of these
issues. We also hope to have them
available at an EVNA general meeting
for questions on these topics. We are
also connecting with Castro Cares to
understand the history behind tackling
some of these issues, and where we
can be helpful.
We can’t fix many of these complex,
thorny issues by ourselves, but I
promise you that there are still ways
we can have impact as an organized
group of concerned residents – stay
tuned!
For those interested, the full results
of the survey are
available at this link
https://surveyhero.
com/results/35804
/4ddb82a14a3388e9
c5c13f4067db6573
Last word

•“Our long time gay
rights history”

We are excited to get
working on these
issues. Please reach
out to saad.hasan@
evna.org if you have
any questions or want
to join the team!

•“The tight
community that looks
after one another,
village made up of
so many different
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

•“The fact that people come here and
think that “anything goes” because the
neighborhood is welcoming.”
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From Hoodline News Feed
Patrol Special Police Officer John Fitzinger passed away in
October, aged 61. Fitzinger, a retired Contra Costa County
deputy sheriff, was a Patrol Special for 15 years, taking over
the Castro beat after Officer Jane Warner passed away from
ovarian cancer in 2010.
District 8 Supervisor Jeff Sheehy told Hoodline that Fitzinger
“was a tremendous positive presence in the Castro for many
years and will be truly missed by the community.” John was
very devoted to the Castro and keeping it safe and clean. He
will be sorely missed,” he added.
Castro Community Benefit District’s Executive Director
Andrea Aiello shared the news of Fitzinger’s passing with a
statement on Facebook:
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“It is with a heavy heart that I let all of you know that SF
Patrol Special Officer John Fitzinger passed away yesterday.
John was a fixture in the Castro/Upper Market community.
He devoted his life to this neighborhood, always concerned,
always willing to help and caring for all. A firm hand when
necessary and a caring heart when called for. We will all miss
John very much. Our hearts go out to his family.”
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